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The Selfie Syndrome
How Social Media is Making us Narcissistic
by Hetzel

T

oday we live in a world of
selfies and updated statuses full of ignorance and
ego-centric people. No one seems
to have time to think about what
they’re doing, but somehow make
time for their phones. These days
every one is active online and
logged off from reality.
English teacher Mr. Deltgen says,
“Many [people] have become more
narcissistic.” People these days are
less social and more full of themselves. To come together in our
decade means to be in a group chat
or text for awhile, but whatever
happened to the good old face-toface conversations with people
everywhere you go? We may talk
to our close friends and family often, but to start a conversation with
someone you barely know seems to
be foreign.
The term narcissism
generally means having
a compulsive need
to be admired and
praised, an excessive
self-love, a desire
for oneself, and
strong beliefs in
one’s own abilities
or attractiveness.
Of course you’re
thinking that
narcissistic is not a word
to describe you, but you do not
have to be excessively narcissistic
to have a few traits of one.

that’s what forces
people to change
who they are or appear to be to meet
society’s stereotypical acceptance by
getting so many
likes. Junior Carla
Rojo describes how
“you put more pictures up and expect
a certain amount
of likes” and if you
“Nowadays everyone thinks that
don’t exceed that
they all look good, amazing, and
perfect. People get more conceited. amount you may
feel as if you’re not good enough.
They think too much of themJunior Nick Formanek believes
selves,” says junior Ronald Faleta.
“girls
wear makeup because of soOf course some people simply may
ciety portraying the perfect wombe shy or outgoing, making them
en, and girls want to portray that
turn to social media and texting.
image.” People don’t want to accept
Junior Josh Cordova suggests,
“Maybe they’re too scared to talk in who they are, but go the extra mile
to appear to others how they want
person.”
to
be seen.
Everyone is different in their
Senior Befus states
own ways, but
the obvious: when “you
that shouldn’t
take a selfie of yourself
make us differand put on all these
ent in bad ways
filters you’ll look
like social media
more beautiful”-seems to do. “It
another example of
really depends on
how people try to
the person,” junior
appeal to others
Abram Vizcarra says
and are obsessed
about how people can be
with their self
different in person than
appearance. “I do beon social media.
lieve people are obsessed with their
Doesn’t everyone who just
own self image,” Mr. Deltgen adds.
wants to be accepted and have society’s stamp of approval? Perhaps Many “judge themselves because of
So many seem to be worried
about how others view them, making them over think about how to
present themselves. Junior Vinnie
Mane-Herrera thinks “if they’re
Facebook-popular or Twitter-popular they’re going to think they are
popular and have a whole bunch of
friends. But those friends aren’t realistic.” Social media blinds us from
reality and who we may really be.

how they look [compared] to other
people. They admire other people,”
says Austin Siong.
So is all the time spent on social media and trying to appeal to
others worth anything more than
all those likes? In the end it seems
to have more of a negative than
positive impact. “It makes them
[people] more egocentric,” Nick
Formanek says.
Ronald Faleta believes “technology shouldn’t be pushed to a certain
advancement; it can be overused
and damaging to society.” One
example, math teacher Ms. Schultz
suggests, is that since people “don’t
talk face-to-face anymore, that
makes them scared to go get a job
because they don’t have that capability.”
Another bad outcome and problem that has arisen is cyber bullying. Befus expressed how it could
“make them feel bad if someone
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This issue of The Talon has been brought together using all walks of life here at Greenfield High School. We understand that
last year’s paper was rough and we appreciate your, the readers, the students, patience with us. This year The Talon looks to
inform, educate, and entertain an audience of teens and teachers alike with stories from dedicated hardworking artists, writers, photographers, and supervisors. We wish from the bottoms of our hearts to fill you with excitement, anticipation, and
happiness.
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The Talon’s staff is always looking for new writers, artists, photographers, and more! Stop by Room 248 if
you’re interested in joining the team!
Got a burning question? Ask April! She may be able to help. Contact her via email at ask.april.ghs@gmail.
com
The Talon is accepting student submitted work! Poetry, comics, short stories and more! Email your writing
(anonymously, or not) to TalonSubmissionPage@gmail.com
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Is the Force
with you?
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by Alexis Kyano

by Alexis Kyano

To build a team is to build a
bond, chemistry, a relationship
that no one could take away,
but for this team 2014-2015
season had everything but
chemistry.

“We didn’t really find the right flow and
chemistry with the lines until later in the season. We need more practices so we can develop
more team chemistry and have more time to improve our team play before games,” says junior
goalie Owen Lemke. Without this necessary
chemistry and mindset, a few losses and a few
injuries can really take a toll on a team.

“With 13 seniors leaving, its
going to be a challenge next
year. If they put their mind
and hearts into it, then they
can improve.”
-Ross Peterson, Senior

Varsity junior Jeff Schultz agrees that injuries
had an impact on Ice Force this year. “Losing senior Ian Neilson was heartbreaking for
us. We rebounded and tried to do a great job
despite losing him. Also losing senior Jake
Blakenburg for a little bit hurt us. We just have
to play with the players that are within the four
walls and push through every obstacle.”
There were a good number of injuries this
season from concussions to broken fingers.

Varsity Jake Schapell and Owen Lemke both attend the
same school and share their passion for hockey.

The team was also hit hard by the unfortunate
was a main contributor in the fall out of the
removal of players during the season. The team team’s game play. “I think we lost confidence
did the best they could under these harsh ciroverall and there wasn’t a connection with
cumstances.
some of the lines, like chemistry wasn’t good.”
When a team takes a hit, chemistry unites the
Confidence was lacking this year for Ice Force.
team in an icy situSometimes, the on-ice
ation. Sophomore
action was about as
varsity starter, Nick
organized as a blind
Wehrhahn believes
pass to the opposing
the striving for
team.
team unity is there,
Off the ice, Ice Force
it’s just that the
players did have fun
players did not get
this season with teamthe recognition of
mates they have been
being a successplaying with since the
ful team this year.
age of five. Senior
“I feel like we
Dylan Llengell says,
played a lot better
“What I’ll miss most
than what our record showed and that we just
next year is the players. They all were so funny
couldn’t finish with the right score.”
and we all had a lot of fun this year.” There was
The teams put their hearts and heads into the
thirteen seniors this year on Ice Force. The team
game, but there is only one winner.
Jeff Schultz agreed with Nick that the
team started well but just could not
end it. “This year I think we did above
average in my opinion. Every game
we came to play and were ready. We
had some HUGE competition such as
Marquette and Kettle Moraine. We
played fantastic but just could not
come out with a win.”
Part of winning is playing good
offence but even better defense on
your goal. The game starts and ends
with one player, the goalie. Playing as
a goalie, the pressure is on. You are
the one who can cause the game to
change for the better or worse. “I’m
Top Row: Bailey Beirle, Amanda Delikat, Jeff Schultz, Kyle Mahoney,
the last line of defense and if I do bad Devyn Neitman, Jared Verwey, Jake Blakenburg, Connor Jacobson
2nd Row: Austin Wright, Mitch Boyle, Nick Werhahn, -----, Ross Peterson, Nolan
it could cost us the game and when
Scholl, Jon Kressek, ---, Jakob Schappel,
you’re a goalie you get a lot of nega- 3rd Row: Coach Paull, Coach Hardin, Dylan Llengell, Angel Schneider, Alex Goder,
tive feedback from the team when you Brandon Traner, Coach Dulde, Coach Kennedy,
4th Row: Konner Ondriezek, Owen Lemke, JJ Hartung, Jarod Hauke, Ian Neilson,
make a mistake,” says senior goalie
James Mazur, Matt Edwards
Matt Edwards.
Yes, it’s hard when a team loses a game or
had chemistry off the ice, but couldn’t pull it off
messes up but the team is also your backbone
on the ice.
when you need it the most. Senior Connor JaThe season unfortunately ended in a shocking
cobson says, “We’re not strong, we are a team,
loss in the second round of the play-off game.
we are supposed to have each other’s backs.”
The team put their head and hearts in the game
It’s a fact that the team does not have as much
and tried their hardest. Thirteen seniors will be
chemistry as it needed, but the players have
lost and missed next year but the team will pull
each other when they need it.
through. “Enjoy it becuase life flies by,” (Matt
Others may disagree with what really hapEdwards, Senor.) This team has the potential to
pened to Ice Force this year. Senior Ross
improve and succeed in the 2015-2016 season.
Peterson would argue that lack of confidence
Seniors, you will be missed.
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Feeling Artsy? Join NAHS!

by Karina Polacek

service projects, they provide
for both the school and the
community of Greenfield. They
are responsible for teaching
everyone about the Art Department at GHS and what it has to
offer.
the
interesting
things
you
could
do
in
the
club.
To find out this club’s effects, we asked Katy
Many of you know about clubs like NHS,
Service
projects
include
anything
related
to
art
how
NAHS helped her adapt to the life of a
Spanish National Honor Society, or German
around the school. For example, hosting the art
high school freshman. She replied that being in
National Honor Society. However, the visual
shows,
making
tiles
for
the
public
library,
and
this club helped her adjust to the upperclassmen
arts can be seen through the works of NAHS, or
and even make friends with some of them.
National Art Honor Society.
“I
like
being
able
to
be
with
cool
people
Katy also said that she plans on joining
NAHS is headed by 2D art teacher
again next year.
who
like
the
same
stuff
as
I
do
and
getting
Ms. Brooks and is open to all grades. In
In the end, National Art Honor Society
order to join this club you must be enexperience
in
trying
new
service
projects.”
is
a helpful club, especially if you want
rolled in one art class during the school
to major in the arts in college. Katy says
--Katy Gabryelczek
year and perform at least 15 hours of
that it will “help her meet her goals later in
service per year. We spoke with one of
life
by
strengthening her people skills.” In her
its members, Katy Gabryelczeck, to find out the
teaching art lessons to a local Girl Scout troop.
opinion, “Everyone should know about it.”
inside scoop on what NAHS means to the art
“I
like
being
able
to
be
with
cool
people
who
students.
like the same stuff as I do and getting expeShe says that a few of the reasons she joined
rience in trying new service projects,” says
NAHS were because she liked art, and she had
Gabryelczeck. Because NAHS does so many
a friend who’s in college that told her all about

“Selfie Syndrome” continued from
cover page
says ‘eww’ or something and leads
to cyber-bullying.” Don’t let the
pressure of social media make you
“act different on social media then
in person,” says Amata Sinthasomphone. People’s selfish narcissistic
personalities may be evolving
because technology is so simply
“overrated”, says Josh Cordova.
Maybe the next time you’re out
with your friends and taking a
selfie to post you’ll stop and think
about how you don’t want to be
that “self-obsessed” person, because
you’re “not perfect,” as Ron feels
many of us think we are. Maybe
once we all accept our flaws and
only want to find the people who
accept us for who we are, everyone
will be more “down to earth, there
won’t be as much bullying, and
there’ll be more privacy,” says Nick.
The day we wake up and smell the
flowers instead of checking our
phone’s notifications, is the day
technology will no longer own us,
and our personalities can speak for
themselves.
Some day it will be our generation that is in charge of this world,
and a narcissistic reputation isn’t
the best one to have. So how do you
want your friends and family to
remember you? As the one on your
phone all the time who seemed to
care mostly about yourself, or as
the one who lived life in the moment and for others?

BeyONd WISCONSIN 2016 TRIP TO THE UK!
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Bad Things Come in Threes
A short-short story

by Katie Brzozowski

I

tried not to breathe; I
clutched at my chest, as if
that would quiet my heartbeat. I slid my hand along the
white brick wall trying to find
my way to an exit in the dim
light provided by a glowing
emergency bulb.

The power had gone off after the
storm started--an unlikely occurrence in January. This must have
been why the man decided that
today was the “perfect day” for his
break-in to my school: Riverbank
High School. All the other students
were hidden away in the basement
of the school, save for me. They
sat, safe from any intruders, since
the school had so many secret passageways being as old as it was.
I just had to go use the bathroom
during trigonometry, didn’t I?
If I hadn’t I would have seen
where everyone else had gone
when the siren started blaring. Now
because of it, I’m on the run from
a crazy murderer that wants to kill
everyone. It was a good thing I
didn’t get freaked out easily.
BAM BAM BAM came a noise
from up ahead. I gasped and
looked up towards the sound. I
could see, faintly, the outline of
a tree branch come loose; it was
banging against one of the windows that lined the walls. I let
my breath out and continued my
journey down the hall as the rain
battered the windows beside me.
Suddenly, my head collided with
the wall in front of me.
Great, a dead end.
It was my parents fault really. This
was the third school this year,
and it was only the second quarter. I’d know my way around this
enormous school if I’d been here
longer.
Just then, I heard a noise come
from the end of the hall I’d been
walking down. It sounded like
metal scraping on brick. The man
probably had a knife. I covered my
ears against the sound and slid my
back down the wall to the floor; I
realized what was going to happen
now. I saw the shadow of the man
around the corner, a blade glinting
in his left hand. Soft tears escaped
my eyes and ran down my face; I
tried to make myself invisible in
that dark corner, but it was no use.
He had already seen me.
He smiled a terrible Cheshire
grin, and my body was wracked
with sobs. My body was shaking
and my mind raced with every bad
thing I’d ever done that could have
led me to this moment.
The man stalked down the
hallway, taking his time. Lightning flashed and illuminated his
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Artwork by Lyndsay Weiczorck

face, showing off his sneer and a
glimpse of a disfigured face. It holstered a long scar which ran from
his right eye to his chin.
Somehow, I stayed conscious
and completely aware during my
horror. He was right in front of me
now, and I could smell his rancid
breath. It reeked of garlic, and his
rotting teeth were visible behind
his thin, chapped lips, pulled tight
over his skull. He pulled his left
arm back behind his head about to
strike and I thrust my arms forward
to try to block it. He plunged the
knife straight into the center of
my chest; pain overwhelmed me.
The loss of breath was worse than
suffocation, the burning worse
than flames, and the crippling pain
worse than that of breaking each
and every bone in your body, oneby-one. All of this was followed
by a wash of numb and despair,
because I knew I was dying.
BAM BAM BAM I heard again,
the tree branch. I lifted my head off
my desk. The wood slammed into
the glass outside in the rain.
“Emma! Good, you’re awake!
Tell me the trigonometric functions
and how they’re used.”

The class began to snicker and
whisper behind me. I struggled to
for words; I vividly recalled that
horrible dream, or a nightmare,
rather.
“Uhm.. I’m not feeling so well,
can I please go use the bathroom?”
Mrs. Edmond looked annoyed, but
with a wave of her hand, dismissed
me from class. I left my backpack
on the floor next to me and slid out
of my desk. On the way down the
hall, the lights started to flicker.
Why do we even have school
during a storm?
I pushed open the bathroom door
and stood in front of the mirror. A
red mark was indented on my face
from the edge of the desk. I leaned
down to the sink to splash water
on my face when I heard the slow
wail of a tornado siren begin in the
distance.
Great, now we’re going to have
to cram ourselves in that nasty
basement
I made my way back out into the
hall as the lights finally fizzled out.
The emergency lights turned on a
few seconds later. I half walked,
half-jogged across the shiny floor,
trying to get back to class before

everyone else left. I turned right,
then left, then right again; Where
the heck was I?
The PA system popped on.
Didn’t that thing even use electricity?
“Attention Riverbank High
School! There has been an intruder
sighted on campus! He is tall, with
a scar across his face, and possesses a knife. Please retreat quickly
and quietly to your designated
lockdown area!”
I felt pretty scared at that moment, but my sarcastic personality
couldn’t stop me from thinking:
Duh, we’d be going there anyway
with this tornado.
I dragged my hand along the
white brick wall, trying to find
my way back before something
worse happened. Don’t they say
something like ‘bad things come in
threes?”
I heard a noise, and tilted my
head towards the sound. It sounded
like.. no.. I couldn’t place it...
Then I knew: it was metal scraping on brick.
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The Broken Pancreas Disease

Diabetes: Don’t Sugar Coat It
by Hetzel

My grandma has diabetes so I know ALL
about it.
Oh do you now? I highly doubt you know all
about diabetes just because you’ve watched your
grandma test her blood sugar. It could be type
1 since you’re more likely to get that at a young
age and young people do eventually grow up to
be old. But it also could be type 2 which develops later. “It’s probably a different type. I have
type 1 and your grandma probably has type 2.
Type 2 mostly occurs in older obese people,”
says Mary. Until you understand A1C’s, bolus,
beta cells, endocrinology and blood glucoses
you probably don’t know all about diabetes.

I could never give myself shots like that.

I’m sure you’ve all heard it this way:“diabetus.”
When you look at a chocolate-covered twinkie
you’re thinking in your head, “diabetus.” When
your friends are talking about a sugary dessert
at lunch:“diabetus.” But do you really know what
diabetes is and what side effects comes with it?
Roughly every thirty seconds someone is diagnosed with diabetes, so by the time you’re done
reading this article there’ll be a few more of us
and, hopefully, you’re not one of them.
As you may or may not know Greenfield High
School has sixteen of their very own diabetics,
twelve with type 1 and four with type 2. To learn
more about the disease read our responses to
the most common misunderstandings about
diabetes.

Is that the good one or the bad one?
There are two types of diabetes, type 1 and
type 2. You may be thinking one is the bad one
and the other is the good one, but in reality
they both suck to live with. The one you’re most
likely to be diagnosed with anywhere from birth
to your teen years, when it is at its most severe,
is type 1 diabetes, or insulin-dependant juvenile
diabetes. This type occurs when one’s pancreas completely stops working and they have to
give themselves their own insulin shots. Type 2
diabetes is more often diagnosed in adults who
are overweight and have an inefficient pancreas
that only produces minimal insulin. They take
pills to control their diabetes and are not insulin-dependent. Both types have to regularly
prick their finger to check their blood glucose
[sugar levels].

Are you sure you can eat that?
Yes, if I’m eating it I’m pretty sure I can eat it.
Yet, eating is not as simple as it would be without diabetes. Along with type 1 diabetes comes
shots and along with type 2 comes pills. Both
kinds of diabetics have to regularly prick their
finger to test their blood sugar. Type 1 diabetics
have to check the nutrition facts label to see how
many carbohydrates are in whatever they’re eating. If we can or cannot eat something “depends
how many carbs are in there,” says senior Erica

Weiss. “I have to take a shot because my blood
sugar will be very high,” says junior Mary
Wojczulis. If we eat carbs without taking a shot
our blood sugar will go high. If we take a shot
without eating our blood sugar will go low. So if
we’re eating something we most likely can eat it,
it just may not always be the best choice.

But, you’re not fat.
Very often obesity and McDonalds is portrayed with diabetics, but this is not always the
case. Type 1 diabetes is a gene you must inherit
as well as an environmental trigger. You cannot
do anything to prevent it from coming. While
type 2 is genetically linked it is also a part of
your lifestyle, including your eating and exercise
habits. Both types may be genetically linked and
run in families, but type 2 can be delayed or
prevented by losing weight or exercising more.
“You don’t need to be fat to have diabetes. It’s
simply when your pancreas stops working,” says
Mary.

Won’t it just go away if you eat healthy?
No, diabetes cannot just disappear. Especially
type 1, when your pancreas completely stops
working and there is no way for it to suddenly
work again. Mary says, “it will not go away if I
just eat healthy, but it will be more manageable.”
In any lifestyle it’s obvious that healthy eating
and exercising will have a positive effect, especially diabetes. However, for type 2 it is easier to
make your diabetes less severe and blood sugars
more stable by eating right and exercising,
possibly to the point of having prediabetes and
being able to stop taking pills.

My friend’s cat has diabetes.
I hear it all the time, about the friend’s cat or
dog that has diabetes. It is not uncommon for a
cat or dog to have diabetes. It’s simply the same
thing: the animal’s pancreas doesn’t work exactly
like it should--this doesn’t mean the animal will
die, but rather that it will have to be treated by
insulin shots or a certain diet.

Well, if your life depended on it, you’d probably learn real fast. With type 1 diabetes, shots
aren’t really an option, but more of a necessity.
“Well you have to be brave and take them so
you survive,” Mary says. We are insulin dependent and without insulin things can go bad real
quick. Not taking shots would result in high
blood sugar and having consistently high blood
sugars can lead to damage to nerves, blood
vessels, eyes, and other organs. After having
diabetes for awhile you can get an insulin pump
to help easily regulate your blood sugar. This
sends insulin into your body by a needle that’s
constantly in you.

But you don’t look diabetic.
“What does diabetes look like? Am I suppose
to look fat and crusty?” Mary asks. That is like
saying “but you don’t look different with clear
contacts in.’”Well obviously, diabetes doesn’t really affect how you look. The only way it would
affect your appearance is if you didn’t take care
of yourself so severely that you lose a body part.
When people’s blood sugars are so constantly
high it’s slowly damaging. This causes their feet
to be very sensitive. If they get a cut on their
foot there’s a higher chance it won’t heal right. It
also makes their feet unable to perceive temperatures causing them to easily freeze or burn
their feet. This could eventually lead to amputation.

Can I catch it from you?
Not to sound mean or insult your intelligence,
but, really? No you cannot catch diabetes from
me. “There’s no way you can catch diabetes.
It’s like your pancreas and your blood sugars.
It’s hereditary so you can get it at any age,” says
Erica. Once you have type 1 diabetes there’s no
getting rid of it unless they ever come up with
a cure. “Diabetes is not contagious” says Mary
He smiled a terrible Cheshire grin, and my body
was wracked with sobs., so don’t be scared of
us.
Now that you know a spoon full of insulin
makes our blood sugar go down, maybe you’ll
realize we aren’t shooting up in the cafeteria,
just doing the job our pancreas quit.

The Joys of Being a Teenager

by Anonymous

Honestly, I don’t know if this is just because
of the fact that I’m an emotional teenage girl,
but high school has been a big obstacle for me.
Not just physically but also emotionally and
mentally as well. But please, as you’re reading
this, please remember that I’m not trying to
make this a rant--my case is to let other people
know that you aren’t alone if you’re struggling
and that other people around you may, believe
it or not, have similar problems.
I’m hoping that by using my previous or
current problems as examples, people can fully
realize this.
High school is a huge, physical stress. Today’s teenagers are expected to be the “elite”:
have good grades, be timely, join some sort of
extracurricular activity, stay social, be healthy,
do chores, have a job, and, at least, look happy.
What people can forget, however, is what that
really means: they forget that it means is to get
up early every day, go to school, take notes, do
homework,
go to practice,
work a steady
job, clean the
house, make
friends, attend
social outings,
and always
go to bed on
time--all of
these activities
daily, lengthy,
performed
without the
slightest complaint, but hey,
that’s not that
hard, right?
Adults in
your life will
tell you how
“easy” all this
is:
If you have
problems and
think life is
hard now, boy,
you’re going
to have it rough when you’re grown-up.
This followed by “grown-up” complaints
about how horrible their life is now. But the
thing that adults seem to forget is even if they
are experiencing something that’s “harder” than
what we’re experiencing now, it’s kind of justified, because right now is the hardest thing we
teenagers have ever experienced so far.
We’re just beginning our lives!
It could be true that they have a much harder
life than we do, but give us a couple of years
and I’m sure we can suffer along with them.
After being strained and drained by these
activities to the point where we could probably
sleep for an entire week, we have to deal with
emotional and mental wounds--often more
painful each time they occur. This year I’ve endured bullying, guy problems, friend problems,
personal insecurities, miscommunication, and
overall stress and sadness. Basically I’ve come
into contact with most high school drama, and
although even I think of them as typical problems, I also think that they suck. They need to
be acknowledged as bigger issues.
I’ve been bullied on a few occasions. I’ve
spent an entire day being called names and
being laughed at and taunted both directly and
behind my back. Despite how simple it may

sound, the verbal abuse was awful. I went home
early, feeling terrible. I can’t imagine what
some kids go through when they’re bullied
every day. It’s horrible.
While some are bullied by others, some try
to bully themselves as well. Some of the major
problems are never feeling pretty enough, never
feeling smart enough, or never feeling skinny
enough. I know that whenever I see all of those
pictures of gorgeous women on Instagram or
those models for commercials with the flat
stomach, beautiful hair, great skin, and an overall lean body, all I can think about is how badly I
must look in comparison. It doesn’t matter how
much my family or friends tell me I’m pretty,
because I never feel like it.
And I know that’s how so many other people
feel, too. Although some can deal with it better
than others. Some girls can just go get some new
clothes, put on a little more makeup, go on a
little diet, or get a new hairstyle. And some guys

might work a bit harder at the gym or slather on
some more hair gel in the morning.
But some can go down a darker path.
Some decide to try to starve themselves or
turn to bulimia. Some get so depressed and
self-conscious that they would harm themselves
because of how they never feel good enough.
I never tried to harm myself but I have had
friends who did. But I did go down the “trying
to starve yourself ” road.
None of those things have any good results. I
promise. As a good friend of mine said to me,
starving yourself or trying to lose weight by
throwing up isn’t going to help--it’ll just make
you unhealthy. If you really want to lose weight
you can’t just try to take the easy route. You
have to do it the harder way. Go on a diet or
exercise. Just don’t hurt yourself. You’ll feel and
look much better if you lose weight the healthier
way.
If you even think of harming yourself, just
stop. Who do you really think you’re hurting?
It certainly isn’t just yourself. You’d be hurting
everyone who cares about you as well. Get
some help, talk to someone, write down what
you’re feeling in a journal, and make small steps
towards loving yourself. Because you are you,
and even if you’re imperfect you’re perfectly
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imperfect and that’s how you’re supposed to be.
Chances are you’re so wrapped up in all of the
things wrong with you that you’re too busy to
realize all of the good things about you. And
when you do finally realize all the good things
about yourself you not only will make yourself
feel better, you’ll also attract more people because of your self confidence.
Loving yourself isn’t as hard as it sounds.
There are multiple strategies you can use to gain
self confidence:
One way (if you have self confidence issues in
your facial region) is to stop using makeup for
about a week. This helps you get used to your
natural look or makes you appreciate yourself
more when you do wear makeup.
You could also pretend to be confident. Studies
show that if you pretend like you’re confident
and love yourself, you’ll actually start feeling like
that. So basically, fake it “till you make it.” To
be confident,
try sitting up
straighter and
walking with
your head held
high. Ignore
any negative
comments and
just be yourself.
For guys
who feel self
conscious
about being
undersized and
not muscular
enough, work
out more, eat
enough protein,
and eat enough
calories. One
overlooked
fact is that
while you do
need protein to
build muscle
you also can’t
do it without
eating enough
calories. (Just don’t get crazy!) And within those
calories you want to eat carbs to give you more
energy and good-for-you fats such as omega3’s. You should also consume your calories within multiple meals (the recommended amount is
6 if possible) throughout the day to increase the
time that your insulin levels in your blood are
up to help you digest your food faster.
My final tip would be to get as enough rest
as possible to help repair the muscles you just
broke down during your workout. If you follow
those tips you can lose weight and gain muscle!
I hope this less-than-a-rant can help some
students out there one way or another and that
all of this reading was worth your while. I hope
that even though I speak of drama and the
horribleness of high school, you remember that
it doesn’t have to be this way. You can’t really
choose the environment you live in but you
can choose what to do with it; and really, high
school is what you make out of it. Whether it’s
the best or worst time of your life, it’s up to you.
The sooner we all realize that, the sooner we can
end the phrase “Youth is wasted on the young”.

Late Night Frights
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by Ogi Voparipae

Late Night Story Time.
So from 7:30 to 9:30 my time is taken up by
dance practice. Now, I have a driver's license,
meaning that I typically drive myself and sometimes a friend to and from practice. I enjoy the
rides home at night because something about
the short journey just calms me down and
makes me smile.
Tonight was different.
The drive up to my street was pretty usual. You
see, my street is illuminated by house and street
lights so it's a beautifully lit area. It feels nice,
safe. So imagine my surprise when I came up to
my street and found my street shrouded in darkness. I was a little edgy driving into my street
because everything was dark and I just wasn't
quite used to that. So I was about to pull into the
alleyway leading to my garage when looked out
the window to see a bunch of shrouded figures
running towards my car.

I immediately assumed that these figures
were the spawn of some hellish creatures and
I stepped on the gas, went into the driveway,
parked with extreme precision, and because I'm
a pro at parking, I locked the doors, waiting for
these creatures to pass by. As soon as they disappeared from view, I opened the door, and as
soon as I closed it, I heard something slam into
the ground behind me. Now, I consider myself
to be a manly man but this was definitely not
my finest moment…
I immediately let out a cry of terror and
sprinted towards the door, managing to get
inside my house and calm down before I evaluated what had just happened.
Ok, so, it turns out that those "hellish creatures" was just a couple walking their dogs and
the noise that freaked me out was a chunk of ice
that decided to fall off the roof of my garage.

Collin Kufahl’s FIVE Facts of Life

1.Shakira is spicy.

By now, you should know me well enough
to assume that Shakira makes every list that I
write. She may have just popped out another
pooch, but this femme fatale is immortal. Her
gilded locks flow like the effervescent brook in
the green pastures of Eden. Her hips sway with
the lulled breeze. Her feisty attitude spits fire
and finesse. SHAKIRA. IS. SPICY.

3.Da’ Bears still Suck.

Football season is well over, but that doesn’t
make this statement any less true. With a logo
shaped like the seat of an outhouse, you really
shouldn’t expect a great deal from them. Now,
go and combine that with QB Jay Cutler, and
you can be certain the only Bowl the Bears will
ever make is the Toilet Bowl. Would not bet
on this team to do anything special for at least
another millennium.

2.TITANIC was made for maulin’. 4.Chuck E. Cheese is gnarly.
TITANIC is quite definitely the greatest film
ever made. And just because it doesn’t work out
for our hero, Cal, and his sweet beloved Rose,
doesn’t mean it can’t make ‘titanic’ headway for
you and your partner. The soft lute playing in
the background, the appalling visualizations,
the intense passion. . . it all comes together in
perfect harmony for you and your special someone. I can personally guarantee you will not be
disappointed.

I have not been to one of these in years...
and for good reason! Right when you walk
in, the smell of bad parenting and feet encase
your nostrils in all their filth. There’s mold and
SIDS littered all over the carpet, the waiters pit
stains reach down to his waist, and the kids are
running around screaming like banshees. The
games suck, the prizes suck, the whole place
sucks. It’s hard for me to comprehend how child
protection agencies and food inspectors didn’t
shut this place down years ago. Shakee’s was a
great place to take your kid for a birthday, but
good ol’ Chuck E. was never one.

5. When bored, defer to a martial
arts masterpiece.

Imagine: it’s a Saturday, your “bro-seph” or
“home girl” isn’t available to hang out. You don’t
know how you should spend your time.
But then, you have an epiphany~~ online, you
can watch some of the greatest masters of martial arts display their rare and unique skills. You
could watch Bruce Lee take on Chuck Norris
in Way of the Dragon (SPOILER: Chuck Norris
gets WOMPED!!!), or you could check out
Jackie Chan demonstrate the forms of the Eight
Drunken Immortals in Drunken Master, OR
you could go with female power and watch
House of Flying Daggers starring the EVEN
MORE SPICY THAN SHAKIRA heroine:
ZHANG ZIYI!!!, or, if you’re looking for something a bit more 3rd world, I highly recommend
Ong Bak: Muay Thai Warrior, starring up-andcoming star Tony Jaa.
There’s just such an inexplicable number of
movies that you can see, to the point where
you could have a year of free days, and still not
watch all the Bruce Lee 李小龍, Jackie Chan 成
龍, Jet Li 李連杰, Donnie Yen 甄子丹, Zhang
Ziyi 章子怡, Tony Jaa จาพนม ยีรัมย์,
Michelle Yeoh 楊紫瓊, and Chow Yun-fat 周
潤發 movies that exist in this blessed world.
But, don’t let that scare you! These films are
eye opening. They show you the character and
mystique of foreign lands. They destroy racism.
They put the ability to change the world in your
grasp. So don’t let it slip. Fill the gap in your day
and IN YOUR LIFE and “be water my friend!”
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What the Hawk is that?

Take a closer look around campus, and you might be suprised by
what you find. Hundreds of times you’ve walked past these images,
perhaps even sat next to them, the scraps of whole scenes of which
they are corners or centers.
So vital to the character of the walls and rooms they adorn, we
would somehow feel a bit lost without them. They are the bits andpieces of landmarks helping us find our way or at least know we are
indeed where we belong.
How well do you know your school? Test yourself. How many of
these images can you place?

1

2

3
5

4

6

7

Ask April
Dear April,

Dear April,

I have this really close friend that I’ve known
for a few years now, but lately they’ve been
ignoring me a lot. It really bothers me and
I want to tell my friend, but I’m afraid I’ll
come off as rude. What do I do?

There’s someone that’s in a few of my
classes who seems really cool. I want to be
friends with them, but I’m really shy and I’m
not quite sure how to approach them. Do
you have any suggestions?
-Voiceless With a Smile

-BFFs for Now
Dear BFFs for Now,

Dear Voiceless with a Smile,

Friendships are a hard thing to maintain, especially if one friend isn’t exactly happy with
the other. I definitely think that you should
mention that you feel as if your friend is
ignoring you, but not in an attacking way. For
example, instead of saying, “Why won’t you
pay attention to me? Jerk,” say something
more along the lines of, “I feel like you’ve
been ignoring me lately. Is there a reason?” If
you phrase it that way, your friend shouldn’t
get offended. If they do take it as rude, then
I’m sorry to say that your friend probably isn’t
worth keeping as a friend. Hope everything
works out!

You should just go up to them and tell them
that you think they’re cool! If you’re too shy
for that, you can always start up a conversation by finding something you two have in
common and mentioning it casually. Otherwise, a simple compliment is a great way to
get someone talking. Good luck!
Sincerely, April

Dear April,
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I’m bisexual but people don’t think that I can
really like more than one gender and that I’m
just making up things for attention. How do I
convince people?
-QT3.14
Dear QT3.14,
Unfortunately, most people don’t believe in
the existence of sexuality outside of heterosexual or homosexual, even in some LGBT+
groups. You can try explaining what bisexuality is, but some people will still refuse to
believe in it. If you find the people around
you to be this way, all you can do is keep your
distance, unfortunately. Although if someone
is invalidating your identity, they’re probably not someone you would want to hang
around anyway. No matter what anyone says,
though, your sexuality is real and you should
embrace it if you’re comfortable with that.
Nobody but you has the authority to tell you
what you are.
Sincerely, April

Sincerely, April

Have a question for April? Send an email to ask.april.ghs@gmail.com to be featured in the next issue of The Talon!

Marked: A House of Night Novel
by Katie Kelly

mance, and realistic struggles.
Marked, by P.C. and Kristin Cast, is
There are twelve books in this
a book about a teenage girl named
series with four novellas that you
Zoey Redbird, from Tulsa, Oklaho- read in between certain books to
ma, who has just been Marked as
get background information to
a fledgling vampire. She joins the
make sense of a situation in the
House of Night, a school where she upcoming books. There is also a
will train to become an adult vam- Fledgling Handbook for those who
pire. That is, if she makes it through are interested in learning more
the Change.
about the studies of vampires.
And not all of those who are
Sixteen books may sound like a lot
Marked do.
of reading to do, but when you pick
Zoey is no average fledgling: she
up the first book you won’t be able
has been chosen as “special” by the to put it down.
vampire Goddess Nyx. She discovThere is so much drama in these
ers that she has amazing power.
books that you’ll be dying to know
Zoey is not the only fledgling at the what happens next.
House of Night with special powEach book has its own plotline
ers; when she discovers that the
that gets thrown into the mess of
leader of the Dark Daughters, the
things. There are love triangles,
school’s most elite group, is misusuproars, and ominous threats, just
ing her Goddess-given gifts, Zoey
to name a few.
must look deep within herself for
These books are, by far, some of
the courage to embrace her destithe best that I have read. When I
ny, with a little help from her new
finished the last book, tears came
vampyre friends.
to my eyes. It was such a fabulous
Now, I know what you are think- journey, I didn’t want it to be over.
ing: “Ugh, not another stupid book I strongly recommend picking up
about vampires”.
Marked today and starting your
Yes, this book is about vampires,
journey at the House of Night.
but it is also about discovering
yourself even in the face of great
change. This book has action, ro-
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What the Hawk is that?
Zoom out and you’ll see before you
the surrounding scenes, the frames
of reference, the bigger pictures
around those you see on page 10.
How well do you know the walls,
closets and windows of your school?

